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atudent of the Bible for some time and a searcher after the Truth, my search was now ended. I
had found the "Pearl of Great Price" in this
wonderful Teaching. I now had a greater desire
to live the Life as exemplifieri by FATHER
DIVINE and HIS true and faithful followers.
It was indeed wonderful to see the fulfilment
of the Scripture from Genesis to Revelation~ to
be so blest to visit and stay at the Mount of the
House of the Lord (Woodmont), as prophesied
by the prophets Isaiah and Micah, to see the
Ark of the Covenant in replica as given to
Moses and the New Jerusalem as given by revelation to St. John the Divine, Rev. 21. I make reference to the following words spQken by one:
"The LORD reigneth." The LORD is in HIS
Holy Temple. The Ark is returned in the beauty
of holiness in the solemnity of dignity to the
new Jerusalem. Let the whole world stand in
awe of HIS glory, dominion and authority.
To be privileged to visit the SACRED HOLY
SHRINE was indeed a great blessing. Concerning it MOTHER DIVINE said, "The architect,
artist and sculptor working according to the
blueprint devised and prepared by the Architect
of the universe Who is the inspirator." (The
NEW DAY 18. 3. 1967 pg. 22.) "This sanctuary,
this Holy Tabernacle enshrining the BODY of
FATHER DIVINE, GOD ALMIGHTY is an outward manifestation of the Shrine of perfection
which HE has always built in our lives by Per-

sonally placing before us perfection in every
phase of life, which by visualization we are able
to exemplify."
"It is therefore significant that the golden tip
of the pyramidal roof portrays the `chief corner
stone' which the builders of the Great Pyramid
rejected in its construction thousands of years
ago,whichmany know as the BODY of FATHER
DIVINE, rejected by many today but WHO
alone is the way to Peace on earth and true
Utopia for all men."
It is so wonderful to see GOD's HOLY COMMUNION TABLE set up all over the world today, to remember how the Pilgrim Fathers held
communion with the native inhabitants 200
years ago; so wonderful to see the same spirit
marching on from strength to strength. This
Truth is marching on. So wonderful to know
that this Holy Spirit is in each and everyone,
guiding, blessing, directing us in every way,
leading us onward to perfection.
To FATHER DIVINE GOD ALMIGHTY and
MOTHER DIVINE all glory, praise and honor
for YOUR great Condescenaion and Sacrifice for
all mankind. The foliowing poem spoken by
MOTHER DIVINE!
Oh, Holy One of America
Our trust is in Thee.
Our trust is in Thee.
Our truat ia in Thee.
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To save us from ourselves
F'rom our selfishness, our bigotry.
Oh, Holy One of America
Our trust is in Thee
To make us brothers in reality
Born of one GOD in liberty,
Oh, Holy One of America
Our trust is in Thee
Humble us to Thy Divine Will
That Thy Peace' and joy
Progress and abundance

Every citiaen might enjoy.
Oh, Holy One of America
Our trust is in Thee.
To remove the scales from our eyes,
And the, fetters from our minds,
That we might accept our most precious
gift
The Personified Presence of XOUR BODY
And fulfil our nations destir~y,
To glorify YOU, our GOD and our Saviour,
FATHER. DIVINE,
To Whom from our very inception
We as a nation did trust.
Oh, Holy One of America
Our trust is in Thee."

• •

.

Linda Hanbury. President
Nazareth Mi~sion Church
Sydney, Australia

+ TESTIMONIES 4F PRAISE +
( given at various times )
at the
CIRCLE MISSION CHURCH, HOME and
TftAINING SCHOOL, INC.
764-772 BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
MARCH 1976 A.D.F.D.
Mr. Joseph N. Pilgrim
(The following inspirational song was firstly
sung:)
Walk in the Light, it is shining so bright,
Walk in the light of MY PRESENCE,
Walk in the Light, it is shining so bright,
Walk in the Light of MY PRESENCE
Walk in the Light, walk in the Light,
Walk in the Light of MY PRESENCE.
Walk in the Light, it is shining so bright,
Walk in the light of MY PRESENCE,
Walk in the Light~ it is shining so bright,
Walk in the Light of MY PRESENCE
You will ha~e every desirable blessing without pleading,
Which the Spirit of MY PRESENCE. will
brin~,r,
If you walk in the Light you wi11 always have
a shadow,
Which is every desirable thing!
Walk in the Light, walk in the Light,
Walk in the Light of MY PRESENCE
Walk in the Light of MX P~tESENC~.

(Mr. Pilgrim speaks as follows:) Peace,
FATHEft Dear! Peace, MOTHEft Dear! Peace,
to our visiting guests and friends! Peace, Everyone? I thank YOU, FATHER and MOTHER
Dearfor YOUR WORDS that have been brought
out in that beautiful melody stressing that we
walk in the Light of YOUR PRESENCE. It is
written :
"If therefore the light that is in thee
be darkness, how great is that darkness !"
FATHER, we were all in spiritual darkness
until YOU came and revealed the Light of
YOUR PRESENCE to us. I thank YOU for the
millions that recognize YOUR UEITY and are
walking in the Light of YOUR PRESENCE. It
is also written:
"The spirit of man is the candte of the
LORD."
FATHER, I thank YOU for knowing that YOU
are GOD ALMIGHTY and that YOU are the
CREATOR of every human being on the face of
this earth, of every nation, language, tongue
and people, and YOU have given each and every
one YOUR. SPIRIT which is YOUR CANDLE !
There are many people alive today and they
don't know they are in possession of YOtJR
SPIRIT which is YOUR, CANDLE. The reason
for that is, no one can know that YOU are GOD,

FATHEft, unless YOU reveal it to them ; and
YOU have promised that YOU will turn and
overturn and reach everyane, and reach them
when the time comes. And when that time
comes that they are willing and ready to receive
YOU, they will find YOU right within them
willing and ready to light the candle of THETR
understanding and lead them~ the way to walk
in the Light of YOUR PKESENCE.
i thank YOU, FATHER, far the many sacrifices that YOU have made to establish this,
YOUR Peace Mission Movement. YOUR Work of
redemption for all mankind is perfect, complete;
thereisnothing that can be added to it and there
is nothing that can subtract! ("It's true," eame
the sanction.) Y'OU have made provisions for
all peoples mentally, spiritually, physica.11y, democratically, economically~ socially, educationally,
and from every an,gle expressible YOU have
made provisions for one and all and at the same
time YOU free one and a11. The reason why YOU
can free one and all and YOU do not have to
coerce anyone in following YOIJR Teachings or
persuade him in any way is because YOU ARE
GOD! (Loud applause sanctions this remark.)
The universe is YOURS! . Infinitude is YOiJRS,
and the bodies of the children of inen universally, they are all YOURS! They are spirits, they
are candles, they are all YOURS, therefore, YOU
cannot lose anything.
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Within the records of YOiJR beautiful Teachings, YOUR WORDS of Spirit and Life can be
found the solution to all problems for all people
universally, therefore, all things are read,y now!
I thank YOU for the Personifica.tion of YOUR
Holy BODY, because it is through and by YOUft
Holy BODY that YOU have demonstrated the
many blessings that YOU have brought into
manifestation not only for those of YOUR Followers, but for all geople universally. I thank
YOU for YOUA SPOTLESS VIRGIN BRIDE,
MOTHEft DIVINE. I thank YOU for lighting
Her Candle and holding Her up to the i~niverse
as a beautiful Light of Purity and Virtue.
(Loud applause resounded.) And as YOU turn
and overturn in the hearts and lives of the children of inen, and awaken those who are yet
latent and dormant and awaken the spiritual
senses within them as YOU have awakened
within us, they too will be able to walk in the
Lightof YOUR PRESENCE and enjoy YOU and
MOTHEft as we are. Thank YOU, FATHER and
MOTHER, DEAR,.
Mr. David Guileless:
Peace, FATHER! Peace, MOTHER! Peace,
Everyone ! I can j ust look at you and tell that
you feel good, and I can also tell the reason why.
As we ha.ve intimated tonight to aur visiting
guests and friends, we know that FATHER
DIVINE is GOD ALMIGHTY! (Thunderous applause sanotiona this remark.) Making speeches
is a wonderful thing. There is no people on earth
that hear as many speeches as the Followers of
FATHER DIVINE, but we are having a lot of
fun, but FATHE~t. does the work and we have
all the fun. Isn't that right? ("Yes it is." came
the sanction.) You know we believe much more
in edification than we do in educa.tion. FATHER
DIVINE knew there were more schools than
churches and the churches failed to do as they
should do, at lea,st we think sa. I don't believe they would agree with me altagether on
that, but I do know this, that perfection is a
compound of nature and until we are fully compounded, we differ from GOD ; and if we differ
from .HIM,` some of us are going to fall out with
HIM alo"ng some lines and in some ways and
somehow.
But FATHER DIVINE set before us a Doctrine which is in keeping with the Life and the
Teachings of JESUS CHRIST as HE lived it
HIIVISELF as a Person. We keep that before us
continually in all of our daily activities. We are
satisfied within ourselves that if we don't assimila.te perfection as FATHER DIVINE has set
it before us, regardless of what or who you may
be, you will have a problem knowing GOD because you will differ from HIM too much. When
we shall see HIM, we sha11 be like HIM! Is it not
written so? And the more you are like FATHEft
DIVINE, the more you know that HE IS GOD !
You are not going to get holy in one day nor in
two weeks, neither is anyone going to make you
that way, but if you are willing to. set yourself
before life and let life set itself before you in
actions and in deeds, each day the scales wil] be
removed from your eyes and you won't have to
punish yourself to follow GOD because HE's the
sweetest thing in this world and you won't want
anything else! Th e charming thing about
FATHER~ AIVINF is the loveliness of ~I~S P~R.
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SON. You know there are spiritual bodies, there
are celestial bodies and there are terrestrial
bodies.. The celestial bodies we know something
about, the terrestrial bodies we know something
about, but the spiritual bodies are hard to see;
but when you see FATHER DIVINE like I see
FATHER DIVINE, YOU will know t h a t
FATHER DIVINE is the SPIRIT of ALMIGHTY
GOD; because — I have been around long
enough to know — thet~e is tiot a living soul on
earth that can get past FATHER DIVINE and
~

do it.

But not everyone wants to take the time to
hear the Truth as we do. 7'he Message that was
j ust read we hear many Messages and Lectures
of FATHER'S daily recorded because they are
reiterated to us. And why are they reiterated to
us, why? Because the flesh dcesn't want any
parts of GOD, and that is what we are living
in. The ftesh never wanted GOD, but GOD wants
us all contrary to the flesh — if you are willing
to live contrary to the flesh, to deny yourself as
JESUS required of you to do. This is a personal
thing. If you are willing to make the sacrifice of
the pleasures of material existence for GOD, HE
will set HIMSELF up in you, und you will see
the loveliness of FATHER DIVINE, the beauty
and holiness of HIS Character, the }ieauty of
HIS LIFE as it is being lived by HIS Followers
who are making the very best effort they can to
live as Mary lived before JESUS was born and
to live as JESUS lived as a Person. Isn't that
a privilege? ("Yes, it's true, came the sanction.) Everyone who is willing to make such a
sacrifice or even to consider it, to weigh it, set
it before you, but don't let all the iniquity that
the flesh has inherited, for GOD said HE would
visit the iniquity of the fathers upon the children from the third to the fourth generation,
showing mercy unto all those who call upon
HIM. If we are willing, all of us willing just to
listen to FATHER DIVINE, we would be the
happiest people in the world ! I thank YOU,
FATHER and MOTHER.
Miss Carmella Gardier:

-

Peace, FATHER Dear, Peace, MOTHER Dear,
Peace, to our visiting guest~s and friends! Peace,
Everyone! You have heard a lot about FATHER
DIVINE tonight and you are going to hear a lot
more. Another facet of FATHER'S Teachings
that you might be interested to know is, that
FATHER DIVINE has taught us to be real, true
Americans. You may think we look quite patriotic sitting up here, and it is not just for the
Bicentennial; but these are the Choir uniforms
of FATHER DIVINE'S International Rosebud
Choir. FATHER has taught us that the Principles of Americanism, Democracy, Brotherhood,
Judaism and Ch~ristianity are basically synonymous; and we revere the Dceuments of this
country, the Constitution and the Declaration of
Independence just as we revere the sacred writings of the Scripture because we feel that they
were inspired by GOD and we endeavor to put
them into daily practice.
FATHER has taught us that it is up to each
individual to live the Declaration of Independence the same as it is up to the country to do
that, and by that we mean simply to be individually independent, to think independently, to be
financially independent, to be independent in ev-

ery way. We feel that it was not just for those
men and women in seventeen seventy-six to
devote their lives, their fortunes and their sacred honor to this Cause, but it is also for us in
nineteen seventy-six to do the s a m e if the
country is to continue and to fulfil the promise
that it had in the beginning. So we endeavor, as
I said, to live these Principles of Americanism ;
and the Rosebuds have been inspired through
the Teachings of FATHER DIVINE with many
patriotic compositions that we sing in our Services which further tell of our patriotic religious
conviction. We thank FATHER and MOTHER.
to sing some of these songs for you at this time.
(As aforesaid, many beautiful inspirational
patriotic songs were sung, which inspired
another Rosebud to speak as follows :)
Miss E. Ferne:
Peace, FATHER Dear, Peace, MOTHER Dear,
Peace, to our visiting friends from Delaware.
Peace, Fveryone! FATHER Dear, a line in that
song stressed my mind tonight where it said
that "Old Glory was destined to magnify the
right," but I was thinking how many times
FATHER has spoken on the principles of Americanism, not the principles of the politicians as
have beeen exemplified in so many offices
throughout the land, but the fundamental principles that were established by inspiration in the
Constitution, the Bill of Rights and the Declaration of independence. We treasure especially the
Bill of Rights because it gives us a right to ex-

press our religious and political convictions freely. No people can progress unless they can be
allowed to intuitively express the best in them;
and if there are laws and if there are limitations
governmentally that prevent anyone from delving deep into the innermost self and bringing this
out as an unfoldment, that government or that
system is repre5sing the CHRIST.
This is why GOD had to come first to a nation
that wou?d .free HIM to have a BODY, that
would free the children of inen or the people of
the world, in your language, to express~ that
Principle better known as C~iRIST. CHRIST
didn't begin with JESUS, but JESUS was the
perfect manifestation of the CHRIST.
CHRIST is the PRINCIPLE of all Righteousness, Truth and Justice, all Love, all Kindness,
all sacrifice and all beauty, but HE is Personifiable, HE is able to take on a BODY, HE is able
to take on your body through self-denial,
through c o n s e c r a t i o n, through meditation,
through concentration. through whatsoever way
you see GOD to be; or even if you don't see GOU
to be at all, if you live, you have life. You don't
know where it came ~from, and when you die,
you don't know where it ~roes. If you are an
atheist or if you are ~. Christian, it is all on
faith ! This spark of Divinity, this sleeping giant
that is in the hearts of inen cries out for liberty,
and this is why the American dream has been
so magnetic over the years, and through the
centuries and generations it has drawn people
from every race, creed and color, every nation
and every station in life; and they may not have
had their ideals fulfilled h~re in actuality, but if
they had followed the dream, they could have
found the actuality.
And this privilege we have under the Bill of
Rights grants u~ this F`reedom to see GOI), to
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See the manifestation of the Sonship Degree a:~
a Principle and to bring it to fruition in our own
bodies. This is the Mission of FATHER DIVINE
to bring to fruition the CHRIST Principle in humanity, the Principle of Honesty, Justice, right
thinking, right doing, right speaking. As we
practice it, that glorious CHRIST unfolds a petal
at a time j ust as a rose.
It is a gloriouG privile~e to look out upon life
and to know that you have a privilege, that today, it isn't just another day of a burden and
a limitation, but that there is a hope for all humanity, and this is why America is destined to
magnify the right, because by her Principles, by
her poctrine, by her pocuments she is ca}led
upon to produce this Spirit of Independence and
Freedom and Liberty and Righteousness that
FATHER DIVINE has established among HIS
Followers: FATHER has taken the Documents
of the United States, and HE has taken the Old
and the New Testaments and produced this Life
in thousands and thousands of bodies. (Thunderous applause r~sounds.) We have seen the unfoldment of this Life in each other. We have
seen those who have come from afar and have
never seen FATHER or MOTHER Personally
who have been living this Life,.we have seen the
CHRIST unfold in them. This you can see with
your natural eye. We know this is real! We
know this love that binds us together regardless
to race is real! We know Honesty is real! — because every true Follower went back and paid
every old bill, even up to seventy-five ,years ago ;
if they were old enough to remember they owed
it, they went and paid it! (Thunderous applause
resounds.)
Every Follower of ~'ATHER DIVINE lives a
Life of Virginity ! Can a man make a group of
people live virtuous and honest and Holy?
("No!" came the shout.) If he can, he has never
appeared ye~ ! That is why we know FATHER
DIVINE is GOD, and it wasn't by HIS touchin~
us or compelling us or coercing us, but making
us see the desirability of casting off mortality
from our minds and from our bodies and bringing ourselves into subjection to a pure Life that
we could unfold in this glorious Truth.
It is not confined to the Followers of FATHER
UIVINE. FATHER has many times said that
anybody who lives righteously and honestly is
a Follower of HIS even if he doesn't know the
NAME of FATHER DIVINE, because it is a
Principle, and a principle can live in any body
that will come into subjection to it. (Loud appl~use sanctions this remark.)
That is why we are proud of Old Glory and
we all intend to have a very good time in the
Bicentennial because we feel thxt this is a coming together in America and an awakening. You
know, America really needs to wake up! America has ~he seed idea, the real seed idea of Life
— to bring something forth, and it must do it or
it will perish just like every other civilization;
for we believe that this Righteous Seed is sufficient to save America! We give YOU thanks and
praise, FATHER DIVINE for this Righteousness that YOU have established, for this PRINCIPLE that we can see and follow, for all those
who come to .tearn and to see; we thank YOU
for the beauty that YOU have brought into our
lives, because honesty, kindness and love are
truly beautiful! CHft~ST is beautiful! j-~~ i~ as

beautiful ~s a rose, and that rose is unfolding
in your heart and mine. I thank YOU, FATHER.
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of lifting them up in a spirit of motivation, to
establish themselves individually independent, so
that you don't have to depend on "hand-outs".

Mr. Leo Everett:
Peace, FATHER, Peace, MOTHER, Peace, Everyone:

I just want to quickly, briefly say we are so
proud of YOU, FATHER for bringing the reality of Americanism to us from a11 over the world
— from Switzerland, Auatralia, New Zealand,
Germany, France, Africa, Asia and all over
America, because the people, if they had listened
to YOU, FATHER, they would not be caught
in the same snare that they are presently in in
America today economically ; because in 1936
and durinb the thirties when FATHER's Kingdom established the Peace Mission Movement as
the vanguard for social, economic, and political
government, not only for America, but for the
world, the politicians at that time began to lean
in FATHER's direction to some degree; but after they discovered they could capitalize on the
weakness of humanity, they slipped away from
the Principle that was offered up in the marketplace of the ghettos around the world, the ghettos of the minds of inen. Harlem is a state of
consciousness ; because, the, depression of the
minds of the people, that is a"Harlem" sta.te of
consciousness. You can be in Chestnut Hill in
Philadelphia, you can be on Park Avenue, you
can be in West Chester county of New York
State, you are in a ghetto state af consciousness
if there is a depression of mind existing whereby
you do not come out of the darkness of the errors of inen, turn from their ways and live in
the principles of Right that were described
momently ago by a ftosebud that FATHER had
brought about, and universalized this Principle.
I thought about how stressfully FATHER's
Teachings are very concrete. They are very real.

They are very practical. The,y are very usable.
They are very visualizable. These are not just
fantasies and idealisms that we wallow in some
sort of eons of ye~rs to come into existence. We
live this Here and Now! We know this realit,y of
this Beauty that was spoken of, this utter Beauty that humanity has bypassed, and yet It
has been offered up! '
,
All through the ages FATHER DIVINE established integration in such a concrete, manifested way that even the~ citizens of Philadelphia
w e r e not grasping FATHER's Principles.
FATHER came and broke down discrimination
in (swimming) pools, in skating rinks, in the ha
tels in Philadeiphia. When FATHER came here
you (people of color) couldn't go to a decent hotel that they termed "decent" arrd live in a first
classhotel. FATHER DIVINE came and brought
the practicality of HIS Reality. This is not any
supposition or any imaginary religious emotionalism. This is reality of life I'm speaking about.
Y~u deal in the widesprea.d crime situation in
the country. You don't have followers of FATHER
DIVINE in jails. You have, 48 thousand men
(and women) in the City of Philadelphia on
probation and parole. Not a single one is a Follower of FATHER DIVINE. You have the tremendous burden af the welfare programs — all
kinds of agencies, and all kinds of reconstructed
government programs to aid the people. It seems
to further caxry them down on a crutch instead

It should have been as a spripgboard to booster
them into some reality of awareness of yourself
that you have a responsibilty to yourself.
FATHER DIVINE did this! Millions of dollars
are being spent daily in America and around the
world for armament, for welfare programs, for
crime, and all that sort of thing. It is not a
reality in the Peace Mission of FATHEB
DIVINE — and we are real people! In every
(social) class, in every capacity in every day.
You see us here with our uniforms on. In.the
daytime, you'll find us at the "ivory towers",
lawyers, construction workers ; you'll find us in
the classrooms at universities, as well as garbage collectors. In every capacity of life this
marvetous spark, no matter what we are doing.
FATHER DIVINE has brought about a beauty
of fitting in the harmany of the universe ! This
is it: realizing the rhythm of life is in your participating in all that which ia on-going to benefit
one another. This is the new world to come, is
when you have brought happiness to another in
your daily encounter.
I thank FATHER. for this rea.lity of life! This
reality of true Americanism that has still escaped most Americans. They still scoff, scorn,
and look askance, and come up with all kinds of
committees and study programs, and the reality
has been established ! In the midst of the people,
It has been established ! The Bicentennial is so
beautiful to us because FATHER DIVINE is
The American of Americans !
FATHER DIVIi~TE has bee~ a rea] Patriot
through accusations, of persecutions, of _ legal
manipulators. HE endured all of that vvith humility, kindness, no hatred for those who rose
against HIM, FATHER DIVINE exemplified the
Perfection of humility. I, as a person or any other man wauld do, would react in such a way that
would be very violent. Gently speaking (concerning FATHER), offering up Love, when hatred
was running ram~,rt in this City, in New York
City, and everywhere else. This is nothing less
than GOD that is represented in our lives!
Man could not give us this Consciausness that
when we go to and fro among humanity, dressing and laoking like them, weaxing suits and
"turt~e" necks, and other modest things they
wear, and yet being housed with this Consciousness ! It's j ust beyand words. I thank YOU
FATHER and MOTHER ~?IVINE!

BEHOLD OUR MOTHE~i!
Behold our MOTHER, our P r e c i o u s
MOTHER,
Our Sacred, Virgin MOTHER!
A Model MOTHEft,
A Holy MOTHER,
Always a Bride right by GOD'S Side !
She is the Queen of VIRGINITY!
A RANSOM for all mortality !
FATHER gave Her as a Free Gift to all
mankind,
Her VIRTtTE will heal you, ' MOTHER
DIV~NE ~
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CONRAIL IS ON TRACK
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APftII. 1976 A.D.F.D.
13. Thomas Jefferson's Birthday. 3rd President of the U.S. born this day in 1743. By
Presidential Proclamation.

Philadelphia — America's biggest and moat
bankrupt railroad system began a governmentbacked ride under new and heavily-bankrupted
private ownership called ConRail.
The trains cantinued to roll down the tracks

28.

Maryland :. Ratification Day. 7th State to
ratify Constitution on this day in 1788.
James Monroe's Birthday. 5th President
of the U. S. born this day in 1758.

`l9. MAftRIAGE OF CHRIST To The CHURCH.
Purpose : To bring about the universal
brotherhood of man and the consciousness
of the FATHERHOOD of GOD and the propagation of Virtue, Honesty and Truth !
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY DEAR LAMB
AND SWEET BRIDE !
Annular Eclipse of the Sun. Not visible
in North America except extreme northeastern part.
Emperor Hirohito's Birthday. Japan. National holiday.
3U. Second day of Anniversary Celebration of
The MAftRIAGE OF CHRIST TO THE
CHURCH.
Louisiana: .Admission day. Became 18th
State on this day in 1812.
0
DO YOU KNOW?
One of the earliest known "Zoos" belonged to
Queen Hatshepsut of Egypt about 1500 B.C. Her
menagerie included Monkeys, Leopards and a
GiraPFe.

PHILADELPHIA AD~/ERTISER
~ MIRACLE MOUNTAIN BOY •

F`inest Combination Field Glasaes on the
marltnt FTVF. riiffn~nn/~ nam •

without interruption, the corporate changeover

passing unnoticed.

Railroad names like Penn Central, Erie-Laka14. Pan American Day. By Presidentia ► Pcocwanna,
Ann Arbor, Reading, Central of New
lamation.
Pan American Week. 14-20 by Presiden- Jersey, Lehigh and Hudson River, and the Lehigh
Valley disappeared officially in the giant taketial Proclamation.
over of the seven Northeastern and Midwestern
15. Pesach or Passover, First Day. Jewiah - ~ines involving 100,000 employes. They comprise
Holy Day. Hebrew dates Nissan 15-16, ~,ne-fourth of all the rail workers in the U.S.
5736. Begins 8-day celebration of delivery
But the old familiar insignias on the rolling
of Jews from slavery in Egypt.
stock will be visible araund the countryside for
.
16. GOOD FRIDAY.
many years until the 160,000 freight cars and
5,000
locomotives are repainted in Conftail's blue
17. Samuel Chase's Birthday. American Revand
white.
Such massive refurbishing could take
olutionary leader, signer of The Declaration
p
a
decade.
of Inde endence and justice of the U S.
Supreme Court, ~born on this day in 1741.
A special three-judge federal court signed the
.
EASTEft
SUNDAY.
Eternal
Resurrection
legal
documents recently finaliaing the largest
18
corporate
reorganization in American history.
of the CHRIST Consciousness.
National Coin Week. 18-24.
While ConRail, like Amtrak (which operates
Secretaries Week. 18-24.
the nationwide intercity passenger service), is
a private corporation, the federa] government
19: Bike Safety Week. 19 24.
is going to closely watch its progress and retain
23. BICENTENNIAL FOLK FAift. Civic Cen- some control over its activities since it has put
ter, Philadelphia, Pa. 23-25.
up the cash to get it started.
James Buchanan's Birthday. 15th PresiRichard Spence, president and chief operating
,~dent of the U. S. born this day in 1791.
25. ANZAC Day. Australia and New Zealand oflicer, expressed aptimism ConRail would succeed where the bankrupt railroads had failed.
Memorial Day and veteran's observance.
Canada-United States Goodwill Week. April
"We expect to improve fxeight delivery before
~
25-May i.
the end of the decade, making it more freque~t
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME BEGINS. 2:00 and faster," said a Conftail spoke5man.
A.M. April 25.
'l6. John James Audubon's Birthday. Americ;an artist and naturalist, i~orn this day in
1785.
27. Ulysses Simpson Grant's Birthday. 18th
President of the U. S. born this day in 1822.
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POLICE IN U.S. HAVE FLEET OF OVER
600 HELICOPTER5 & PLANES
State, county and municipal police in the U.S
have an armada of more than 600 helicopters
and airplanes, according to a study released by
the Federal Law Enforcement Assistan.ce Administration.
This represents a 400 percent increase in the

number of police aircraft during the past 5
years, the FLEAA says.
The agency also pointed out that 209 nonfederal law enforcement agencies in all 50 states are
using airborne equipment.
BATHTUB & SHOWER INJURIES SENT
54,643 AMERICANS TO HOSPITALS
LAST YEAR
An estimated 54,643 Americans required hospital treatment last year from injuries they sustained while taking baths or showers.
Seventy-three percent of the inj uries involved
bathtubs and shower walls, said a spokesman for
the National Inj ury Information Clearinghouse.
Twenty-two percent of the injuries involved
tub and shower enclosures made of materials
other than glass, while the remaining five percent included glass tub and shower enclosures
and doors.
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441,000 FRANCHISE ESTABLISHMENTS IN
U.S. DID ~179 BILLION BUSINESS LAST
YEAft

There were 441,000 franchise establishments
in the U.S. in 1975, with total sales amounting
to ~179 billion, according to the U.S. DEPT. of
Commerce.
In comparison, total sales through franchiae
establishment in 1974 amounted to $166 billion.
The commerce Dept. estimate the number of
franchise business will increase to 458,000 in
1976, with projected total sales of $195 billion.
JAPAN HAS FEWER PHYSICIANS PER PERSON THAN MOST WESTERN NATIONS
Japan trails the United Sta.tes—and most other
Western nations — in the number of physicians
per capita, according to the America,n Medical
News. The U.S. has 175 physicians per 100,000
population, while Japan has 116.7 doctors per
100,000. Japan's health ministry is trying to
reach a ratio af 150 physicians per 100,000 by
1985.
,
2 VENUS SATELLITES FINISH
- EXPLOftATION
Moscow — Twin Soviet satellites orbiting
Venus for the past five months have completed
their exploration of earth's nearest planetary
neighbor and continue to function normally, the
Tass news agency said.
The satellites, Venus-9 and Venus-10~ have
provided scientists with a"great amount" of information about the Venusian cloud cover and
upper atmosphere, Tass said. Fa.ch relea.~ed a
landing vehicle that perished on the pla~,et's
surface after relaying data for a brief periad.

2'he FATHER DIVINE PEACE MISSIOIV
Moveme»t Embraccs the jewish Feith,
C1~ ►wtian Movement ald all otJ~er Raligions.

April lith, 1976 A. D. F. D.
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A FE~ OF~ FAT~ER Dn~'S PROPO~AL~
To The United States and Other ~overnments
Made inta and known as—~ATHER DIVINE'S PEACE STAMPS
-- sent out by "The Wa~yshower" as messages and ambassadors f~o
i~he world at ~arge~ in times af extreme emergency, to 1~ring an end

to inhuma~ warfare,panics and famines,and to bring about Righteoi,tsness, Justice, P'eace crnd Unity for all mankind.

,~,~,~ ^► ~ ~ ^

UNIFY! UN/FY! uNiFr~

FOR A JUST

MAY 6, 1950 A.D.F.D.
"I PROPOSE TFIAT
AUSTRAW4, NEIlV ZEALAND AND AMERICA
UNITE AS ONE GREAT NATION, HAVING THE U. S.
CONSTITUT(ON, DECLARATION CF IND~ENDENCE AND
dILL OF RIGHTS, AS A MEANS OF NATIONAL AND
IMERNATIONAL DEFENSE ~FOR PEACE AND IN FULR4
MENT OF THE SCRIPTURE:
_~~~~~s ~ ~;61
'And tha LORD said, Behold /h~ p~ople i: one,
ond iMy hav~ all on~ languag~; and fbls th~y
b~gln ro do: ond now nqlbing w1116~ nsholnQd
from Ihem, which Ih~y hw~ imagTned fo do."'
PEACE !

~
FERENC•E~O
MGTUAL M
~AND LET~J
~~ ONE 616 UN
~

BY ~TI
PIIR~SE, I
UNITE ON:
iE M~►DE A R

~~,► 6, ~ ~.F:o. '
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~~
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NE

~

fB~Msr known a~ FATHER DMNEi

~~
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JUNE 11. 1l47 A. 0.

TQ~ THE PRE~,~ENT—•.~..~,,,,,~"'?,.M r^,~
Oj~THE#~ Ut~
TED S~ATES
•
~,. ~~.-,,r,,
~.<.. ~,., ~
: OF'rtQD~,Y
1 ArPEAL T4 ~OU AND''EVERY~ REPRE~~N
ATOR•iN AC~CrOilD~:F ~ '?NE~'SALV%1T10N'~OF~
YOUR St~dJ~G~'S~'tNEiI~E AN.D,~~Ts'iARGEa•YOU~!
LAWS IMMEDIA LY ~TO BRING~A
DISCRIMINA~t; ~ AND TO. BRIN~
STATES YHAT AR~Ie'~~GONSTIhUTI~
REIGN RIGHTS:""">•• ~'

REV. M. J, DIVINE, Ms.D., D.D.

~
~
s ONE LANG
I AND
TS OF
SOVE-

ITS RE~REI~A qPEAI TO TNE FEDERAL ~
SENTATIYES%TO CROSS ;THtr ~~
t~IS U,~IGONSTITUSTATES ANt~aREAK EVERY STATE ~A11V_„~THAt
TIONAL AND 1HAT~ WIL~L ENDOR SE~ MURD~,,R
, YICE ANO CRIME
SUCN AS THOSE OF MANII OF 1 'H~,,,sS*TA~ES~OFLTHE UNION.
~ ~
1HE TIME IS OUT FOR riHAf~ ~. ,...~•
M. J. DIYINE. MsSD~
~r keown as FATHER DIVINE)

~~~l~

~

ONE NATI N
~
~jGE~ NE ~►G~ ONE SPEECH ~

~ TELE6RAMS TO — P" S. ~~ R~
OO ~~ ,VELT, V. PRES. GAR- .~
~ NER AND U. S. SENA , ~Q N.~~rV-'" tlA1vKHEAD, HOUSE OF 1~
~ REPRESENTATIVES, SE .~
STATE HULL AND SEC. ~~ OF WAR WOODRIN6~~ ~~.
. 9, 1939 A.D.F.D.
~'.'WHY NOT UNITE THE TH E
ERICAS AS A~
~ NATIONAL AND ItaTERNATlO AL ~ D E E N S E F O R ~
s PE/CCE? LET THERE BE
301R"
~
= THE UNITED COUNTRI 5 ~AMERICA =
EYEN AS THIS IS THE UNITED STATES O~A MERICA; IF NOT I
~ PROPOSE 7HAT THE UNITED STATES P~UR HASE CENTRAL AND ~
~ SOUTH AMERICA, AND MAKE A►
E AMERICAS ONE ~
~ n~tocx~►cr~
~
—
FATHER DtY1NE

~ -

1 1~

April 17th, 1976 A. D. F. D.
HOPE TO BAft BUSINESS BRIBES
FORD PICKS GUIDE PANEL
Washington — In a move to head
off payoffs of foreign goverriments by
American corporations, President Ford
appointed a cabinet-level task force
headed by Commerce Secretary Elliot
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L. Richardson to develop standards
governing busi~ess practices abroad.

Ford said in a statement issued by
the White House that the purpose "is
not to punish American corporations
but to insure that the United States
has a clear policy a,nd that we have a.n
effective, active program to implement
that policy."
Ford steered clear of accusing any
of the more than 85 U.S. corporations
under investigation by the Securities
and Exchange Commisai qn of violating
laws.
~
But he conceded that while the "full
d~mensions" of the payoffs are not yet
known, "recent disclosures and allegations indicate that substantial number
of U.S. corporations have been involved
in questionable payments tb foreign
officials, political organizations of business ager►ts."
The task force is to submit a final
report to Ford by Dec. 31, but Richard---—
son, who was with Ford in the Oval ~
Oflice when the statement was relea: ~ed, said
«I knew there had been cornea transplant atthat there would be interim reports fr om time ~mpts—many of them wnsuccessful—using the
to time.
eyes of animals, so I thought why not try fieh?
Among others on the 10-member panel were
Secretary of State Kissia~ger, Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld, Treasury Secretary William E.
Simon, Attorney General Edward H. Levi and
Budget Director James T. Lynn.
While generally deploring the corporate payoffs, which have rocked friendly governments in
Japan and the Netherlands, Ford said that "before we condemn American citizens out of hand
... it is essential we also recog~ize the possibility that some of the questionable pa.yments
abroad may result from extortion by foreign

CLOSE-UP of Ali Laddad's
right eye after tronsplant
of fish cornea.

man suddenly cried out :`I can see ! I can see !'
He was very excited, but I was as overjoyed as
he was !"
A~nother fish-eye transplant was a young housewife, Fatima Sayed, 27. "I had resigned myself
to a life of blindness," she recalled. "But now
I give prayers of thanks for the wonderful new
life Dr. Haq has given me."
Ali Laddad, 25, gat a fish-eye transplant almost
four years ago. "I coul~ x~ot even read the top

letter on a sight testing caxd before my operation. But now I ca.n read auto license plates,
tell time and keep a joh"
Dr. Haq has brought 3ight ta 22 other blind
Arabs, using fish corneas from the ha.mour. "In
two or three cases, I've transplanted not one.
but two corneas into the eyes of tota.11y blind
people. But I'd pre~fer f.,o work with one eye,
because this less~ns the chances of complications
and rejection.
"In four years I have t;ad absolutely no rejections at a11."
Said Dubai's top government medical oflicer~
Dr. Juma K. Belhoul: "Du. Ha.q's new technique
has given ,new hope to thousands of blind people: '

intereata."

DOCTOft TftANSPLANTS FISH EYES TO
BLIND PEOPLE—AND RESTORES
THEIR SIGHTI
Once-blind people are now seeing the world
~~, ';"
through the eyes of fish.
And, thaxlks to a Pakistani eye specialist who
developed the remarkable technique, thousanda Donor: This fish—called a hamour—is about to
of blind people in the Middle East now have a have its eyes removed for a cornea transplant.
chance for the first time to regain their eyesight.
~~Then one day in 1971 a blind old shepherd
"In some cases we've given totally blind people ~ame to my office in Dubai. He had walked 150
as much as 60 percent vision," explained Dr. miles in hopes of seeing agaix~. I decided to try
Moinul Haq, staff doctor at a new, $14.5-million the technique for the first time~.
hospital in the Arab state of Dubai. "Now they
«I sent an attendant to the fish market to
can see people, colors, faces and in some cases bring back a live hamour, a kind of rock cod.
1•ead.
At the hospital, the fish was given a getieral
"We had to find a way to treat ~ blindness, be- anesthetic and I removed. the eyes.
ca.use human cornea tra_naplants—which are per- F
"Fish eyes h,ave a covering which I peeled off,
mitted in the rest of the world—a.re forbidden
in Moslem states for religious and legal reasons." revealing the clear cornea underneath. I cut
"And yet, tragically, 95 percent of the popula- the corneas to size and implanted one into one
~ion in this area suffers from trachoma, an eye of the eyes of the old man, who had been blind
disease transmitted by flies in which the cornea for 14 years.
"I could hardly wait to see the results. Two
clouds up and blocks out light. Many go bli~d,
weeks after the bandages were removed the old
but most suffer only impaired vision.

SEES AGAIN:; Ali laddad
says he now sees well
enougk with h~is fish eye
( right eye ) to keep a job.
His teft eye is blind.

ENROLLMENT IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS DftOPS
FOR 4th CONSECUTIVE YEAR
Public school enrollmerrt dropped this school
year for the fourth consecutive year, reports the
Dept. of Health, EducatiQr and Welfare.
Dnrollment has decline~ from 46,081,000 in
1971 to 44,816,000 in 1975, ~ 2.7 percent decrease.
But during the same ~eriod, the number of
teachers has increased—goi~g from 2,063,000 to
2,194,000.

